Agreement statement
Should be completed and signed by the program participant

I, _________________________________________________________________________, as a
Surname, Name, Patronymic

participant of the Boomerang Summer Camp program, voluntarily accept obligations to follow the order
of day in the camp, participate in all activities of the program, fulfill orders and instructions of teachers and
camp staff, not to create and avoid conflict situations, keep the territory of the camp clean, follow
measures of self and fire safety.
I confirm that my knowledge of English and health condition are conform to program requirements
I understand that during all period of participation in program I will be in field conditions and live in fourbed tent together with another three program participants with the same gender.
I am informed that there is not constant electricity; hot water, mobile communication zone, the Internet
and a shop as well as there aren’t services of a housemaid and laundry in the camp.
I declare that such way of life organization is acceptable for me and does not present any difficulties.
I understand that it is forbidden to drink beer, alcohol and use drugs and pornography in any type in the
camp.
I accept that independent hiking outside the camp without escorting by camp staff will be qualified as a
gross violation of program requirements with all consequences.
I realize that any violations of order of day, nonparticipation in activities of the program, non-fulfilment of
rules, requirements and accepted obligations will be indicated as an immediate expulsion out of the
program with my early returning home at the expense of my own funds.
In case of property, inventory or camp equipment damage by my fault I oblige to pay caused losses to the
injured person.
I understand that in case of being late to the beginning of the program or early return from the camp for
any reason, I have no right to pretend for any compensation.
I am not against the fact that photos with my image can be posted in the means of mass media or in the
Internet
I confirm my voluntary participation in the program and carry out responsibility for my actions during all
period of my participation in the program.

“____” _______________ 201___year ________________________Name_________________(Signature)

